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No 

shocking revelation? 

No 

            
Love? 
   
 
     

 

Friendships vary in: 
• length of 

relationship 
• what’s shared 
• emotional connect 

Why call all of 
them friendships? 

common feature? 
real vs. derivative? 

Philosophers 
of friendship 

&  
laypeople 

alike 

love or similar 
attitude 

we know 
them well 

What must we know, though? 

trivial details? (e.g., hygiene habits?) 

central facts about their  
values / character? 

Could learning about 
a friend’s moral flaw 
end a friendship or 
reveal that it never 
really obtained? 

Thesis: Friendship doesn’t require any 
particular knowledge for conceptual 
reasons; as a matter of empirical-
psychological fact, it may, depending 
on the individuals involved. 

I: three classic elements of friendship, 
i.e., love (or similar), interaction 
exemplifying concern, knowledge 
II: beliefs and knowledge in the 
context of forming friendship 
III (announced): argument pro thesis 
III (actual): opacity of persons and 
risks of friendship 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

       focus:  
close friends (high 
on the spectrum 

between good and 
mere friends) 

Friends care for 
each other & 

non-instrumen-
tally for the 

other’s sake! 

Caring is complex & 
varied. Close friendship 

involves loving 
concern, a strong 

emotional attitude. 

Friendship need not 
entail respect and 

admiration for virtue, 
but may be difficult 
to sustain without. 

What kind of concerned 
interaction is characteristic 

of close friendships? 

partner up 
for virtue 

mutual self-
disclosure 

Few believe Aristotle today… Also, why 
should the expression of special regard 

and loving concern have to take the 
form of self-disclosure or shaping? All 

this varies across friendships. 

mutual openness & 
shaping of interests 

and self-
understanding 

What kind of knowledge is 
characteristic of close 

friendships? 

Know-
ledge of 
virtuous 

character 

Know-
ledge of 
interests 

& 
character 

Know-
ledge 

generated 
by self-

disclosure 

Special knowledge 
(need not be much), 

kind of disclosure and 
kind of  are friendship-

specific 

may be 
inex-

pressi-
ble 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Section I 

Example case: 
Evelyn bonds with Helga over 

German ancestry/customs.  
Later she learns that Helga 
has a dark past: she was a 

concentration camp guard. 

Section II 
Evelyn came to love 
Helga under a false 
description. Is her 

love real (even 
though the target is 

ill-perceived)?  
Can it be sustained? 

Yay, I 
say. 

But what if all our beliefs 
about our friends were false? 

Then we never loved them. 
Yet such cases are unlikely: 
we get knowledge through 

interacting with friends. 

Such revelations can trigger regret 
for loving the friend, but need not 
undo that love, which may have 
become specific (quirks, foibles, 

charming flaws) through the 
friends’  history of interaction. 

Still: 
People 
differ in 

what 
they can 
tolerate.  

Is it a matter of individual 
empirical psychology whether 

love was ever present? (19) 

Do we love demonstratively specified property 
bundles (that one) or those we think are there? Can 

we realize that we never loved what isn’t there? 

Inexpressible aspects & friend-di-
rected acquired abilities can persist 

& keep grounding the friendship. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Section III 
Post-shocking relevation epistemic problem: 
If love seems now impossible, how to deter-

mine whether it was present previously? 
 

Was our previous love 
overdetermined such that, on 

balance, it survives the effect of 
the shocking revelation? 

What is love such that its presence  
depends on potentially shocking facts 
about the beloved that are unknown 

to the putative lover? 

Does hate have 
the same 

structure? How 
about other 

emotional or, 
more generally, 

other intentional 
attitudes? 

Might we still have obligations 
towards them? 

 
Yes, we might. Whether out all things considered these will 

win out or whether we should betray our friendships 
depends on the situation – which is so always anyway. 

What factors might speak 
in favor of Evelyn 

upholding her friendship? 

Due to our intimate understanding of 
friends & their vulnerability we may be 
able to be more forgiving. 

Part of the risk of engaging in friendships (in light of the opacity of persons) is that we 
may become responsive, loyal, & committed to imperfect & flawed people. We 
expect loyalty in spite of flaws & vulnerabilities that we all have. And that’s fine. 

Loyalty is good and 
remaining loyal may 

be the thing to do 
 

Backward causation? 

Yes 

t2* 
t1 

t2 

Yes 
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